
APA style examples for the Ordinal Analysis - Concatenated Orderings procedure

The example below is based on genuine data from a study by Siegel et al (2018) on the
interconnectedness of affect and perception. They employed a within-subjects design in which
participants rated multiple facial images presented in a subliminal fashion. Each participant rated
numerous facial images expressing positive, neutral, or negative affect using a 1 to 5 rating scale.
High scores indicated more positive affect. Each person’s positive, neutral, and negative image
ratings were then aggregated, separately, into average rating values. These aggregated ratings
served as the three within-subjects dependent variables. Based on their theory, Siegel et al.
expected the positive images to be rated higher than the neutral images, which were in turn
expected to be rated higher than the negative images. In other words, the dependent variables
were expected to be ordinally arranged as Positive > Neutral > Negative. Siegel et al. analyzed
the data using a repeated-measures ANOVA based on means and variances. In OOM the Ordinal
Analysis - Concatenated Orderings procedure was used to examine the ordinal hypothesis at the
level of the persons in the study. 
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_____________________________________________________________________________
Example APA style write-up

The aggregated image ratings for each participant were expected to follow an ordinal
pattern; namely, positive > neutral > negative. Examination of the results revealed that,
unfortunately, only 11 of the 45 participants (24.44%) matched this pattern. A randomization test
moreover indicated this result was plausibly due to physical chance (c-value = .11, 1000 trials).
The top panel of Figure 1 shows the aggregated ratings for each of these eleven participants. The
figure also shows the ratings for five participants (11.11%) whose pattern of responses were
exactly opposite of expectation (middle panel), as well as the ratings for the remaining 29
participants (64.44%) who did not match the expected ordinal pattern completely (bottom panel). 

Pairwise comparisons between the image ratings yielded results that were more consistent
with expectation when comparing the positive and negative images. Specifically, 71.11% of the
participants’ aggregated ratings matched the expected ordinal pattern (positive > negative), a
result that was not plausibly due to physical chance (c-value = .001, 1000 trials). The percentages
for the positive > neutral (57.78%, c-value = .18) and neutral > negative (55.56%, c-value = .27)
ordinal comparisons were less impressive. Finally, for descriptive purposes only, Table 1 reports
summary statistics for the aggregated image ratings. 

Table 1. Descriptive statistics for aggregated image ratings

Image Min Max M Mdn SD

Positive 2.50 3.92 3.18 3.17 .32

Neutral 2.52 3.66 3.07 3.09 .28

Negative 2.35 3.75 3.02 3.00 .29



Figure 1. Aggregated (mean) ratings of the positive, neutral, and negative facial images for three
groups of participants defined by their ordinal patterns.
 



Alternative write-up: 

Contrary to expectation, only 11 of the 45 participants’ aggregate ratings matched the
expected ordinal pattern: positive > neutral > negative. A randomization test indicated that the
resulting percentage of 24.44%, referred to as a Percent Correct Classifications index, was
plausibly due to physical chance (c-value = .11, 1000 trials). The top panel of Figure 1 shows the
aggregated ratings for each of these eleven participants. The figure also shows the ratings for five
participants (11.11%) whose pattern of responses were exactly opposite of expectation (middle
panel), as well as the ratings for the remaining 29 participants (64.44%) who did not match the
expected ordinal pattern completely (bottom panel). 

Pairwise comparisons between the image ratings yielded results that were more consistent
with expectation when comparing the positive and negative image ratings. Specifically, the PCCs
for the positive > neutral (57.78%, c-value = .18), neutral > negative (55.56%, c-value = .27), and
positive > negative (71.11%, c-value = .001) comparisons were all over 50%; however, only the
result for the positive and negative comparison was judged as consistent with the causal
hypothesis rather than with physical chance. Finally, for descriptive purposes only, Table 1
reports summary statistics for the aggregated image ratings. 

Table 1. Same as above.

Figure 1. Same as above. 

Interpretation pointers. When interpreting the results above in the Discussion section of your
paper, be sure to focus on Figure 1 and the PCC indices. Do the patterns of observations
generally match expectation? Are the PCC indices high enough to support a causal interpretation
of the pattern in the data? Did you expect the PCCs to be higher or perhaps lower? If you
expected higher PCCs, how can you explain the lower values, and what would you suggest for
increasing the PCCs (thus improving the pattern in the data) in future studies? Is there any
potential explanation for those individuals whose pattern of responses were exactly opposite of
expectation? Remember, the goal is to argue for the plausibility of your theory or specific
hypothesis. The chance values can be discussed to support your arguments, but low chance
values only serve to help rule out physical chance as a plausible explanation of the pattern in the
data. Focus must be placed on the data patterns themselves and on the PCC indices. Imagine, for
instance, a low PCC of 51.00% for the example positive > negative pairwise comparison above.
An extremely low chance value of, for example, .001 would offer little support for the
plausibility of your theory or specific hypothesis if you cannot convince the skeptical reader that
51.00% is practically, clinically, or theoretically meaningful, not to mention replicable. Nearly
half of the examined pairs of observations were not consistent with expectation. How can such a
result lend plausibility to your theory or hypothesis? This is the question you must answer
regardless of the c-value. Finally, descriptive statistics can also be used to support the plausibility
of the causal explanation of the observed pattern within the data. Their use will normally be
secondary or superfluous, however, because you are not drawing inferences to population
parameters (means, medians, variances, etc.). 


